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QUESTION 1

You are trying to remove an address book entry by going to the Address Book->List display of the Web UI, but you
cannot find the remove option. What would cause this problem? 

A. An address book entry can only be deleted from the command line interface. You will need to use the CLI to delete
it. 

B. The address book entry is misconfigured. You need to correct the address book entry before it will allow you to delete
it. 

C. You cannot remove an address book entry from this screen. You need to use the delete option found under the
management options screen 

D. The address book entry is being used by a policy. You must delete the policy or remove the address book entry from
the policy before it can be deleted. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement accurately describes the exec config rollback feature? 

A. It allows the administrator to re-apply a previously saved configuration file from a list of LKG files in flash. 

B. Once the LKG file is created, it allows the administrator to re-apply a previously saved configuration file from flash
without rebooting. 

C. Once the LKG file is created, it allows the administrator to re-apply a locked configuration file from a separate area in
flash. 

D. Once the LKG file is created, it allows the administrator to revert to the prior ScreenOS image or configuration file in
the event an upgrade operation aborts. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

By default, from which hardware component is the startup copy of the ScreenOS loaded? 

A. NVRAM 

B. TFTP server 

C. internal flash 

D. PCMCIA card 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

An Address Book entry of 104.26.208.0 with a mask of 255.255.255.224 includes which two (2) host 

addresses? 

A. 104.26.208.1 

B. 104.26.208.31 

C. 104.26.208.224 

D. 104.26.208.240 

E. 104.208.26.255 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the default action of a NetScreen firewall when a configured screening function threshold limit has been
reached? 

A. Log the packet but not drop it 

B. Drop the packet and all further packets matching the attack for up to 1 minute 

C. Drop the packet and all further packets matching the attack for up to a configurable maximum of 10 seconds 

D. Drop the packet and all further packets matching the attack for the remainder of the current second plus the next
second 

Correct Answer: D 
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